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Abstract
Brexit and the election of Trump both relied on a particular type of nationalistic appeal to collective
narcissism — an exaggerated emotional belief that the nation’s greatness is being undermined by other
nations and other people. This tendency is catered to by appeals to make the nation great again by
shutting borders and embracing isolationism while scapegoating refugees and immigrants. The rise of
jingoistic leaders like Trump, Putin, and Erdogan can be explained by such appeals. But China, which has
long suffered feelings of national humiliation is reacting in quite different ways that embrace globalism,
even while rejecting multiculturalism. This paper seeks to tie these developments together as well as
show how collective narcissism and a particular strain of individual narcissism among leaders can feed
into one another as well as fuel leaders’ heightened feelings of privilege and entitlement leading to
conspicuous consumption and bullying.
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Collective Narcissism, Anti-Globalism, Brexit, 
Trump, and the Chinese Juggernaut 
It has happened before. 
Strong men put up a city and got   
a nation together, 
And paid singers to sing and women   
to warble: We are the greatest city,   
the greatest nation,   
nothing like us ever was (Sandburg 1920). 
In 2016 Great Britain voted to leave the European Union and the 
United States elected Donald Trump president. While the slogans of the 
winning sides, “Take back control” and “Make America great again,” 
differed somewhat, both shared a nationalistic emphasis on “us” versus 
“them,” as well as a revenge motif of restoring former national greatness 
and putting other nations and peoples in “their place.” Both events, as well 
as contemporary political movements in many other parts of the world, 
reflect a shift away from global trade, relatively free global flows of 
immigrants, and acceptance of refugees from war-torn and oppressive 
regimes. Instead, many of those who supported Brexit and Trump found 
resonance in arguments that the UK and the US had suffered insults, 
exploitation, and loss of control at the hands of others such as the 
European Union, China, Mexico, Islam; and both legal and illegal 
immigrants. So, the implicit and explicit promises to stem the flow of 
refugees and illegal immigrants, to erect trade barriers, and to strike back 
at those portrayed as slighting the UK or the US were seen as 
opportunities to bring about justice and restore the glory of the 
motherland. 
This is not the first time that immigration issues have been used to 
drive a wedge between voters and play to xenophobic fears (e.g., Jeong 
et al. 2011; Riker 1986; Techenor 2002). But in the present cases, those 
voters to whom these appeals were particularly salient have been 
characterized as well as demonstrated to be high in collective narcissism. 
Collective narcissism is defined as “an in-group identification tied to an 
emotional investment in ‘an unrealistic belief about the unparalleled 
greatness of an ingroup’” (Golec de Zavala et al. 2009, p.1074). Similar to 
my specification of multiple levels of self, ranging from the individual to the 
nation (Belk 1988), Golec de Zavala et al. (2009) point to a relationship 
between individual narcissism and collective narcissism:  
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A positive relationship between individual narcissism can be 
expected because the self-concept consists of personal self and 
social identities based on the groups to which people belong… 
Idealization of self may be followed by idealization of ingroups… 
Collective narcissists may see groups as extensions of themselves 
and expect everybody to recognize not only their individual 
greatness but also the prominence of their in-groups (p. 1075).   
As Golec de Zavala reports, “collective narcissism very clearly 
predicted Brexit voting, and it very clearly predicted it thorough the 
rejection of immigrants and foreign workers” (Resnick 2017). She also 
found that collective narcissism, together with Republican partisanship, 
were the strongest predictors of voting for Trump.  It is easy to see how 
Trump’s slogans that “China is killing us in trade”, “Illegal Mexican 
immigrants are taking American jobs” and “We don’t win anymore” 
engaged and enraged collective narcissists. Those high in collective 
narcissism are also hypersensitive to perceived insults to their group. In 
response to such perceived threats to the greatness of the in-group, the 
likely response is to feel hostility toward the out-groups that are perceived 
as undermining or failing to appreciate that in-group’s greatness (Golec de 
Zavala et al. 2016). Should the nation, ethnic group, religion, or other out-
group find misfortune on its own, the feeling is one of Schadenfreude – joy 
at the suffering of the other (Powell, Smith and Shurtz 2008).   
Motivating these feelings of Schadenfreude due to envy and 
feelings that one’s nation has been slighted or maligned, there is an 
underlying insecurity and self-doubt that fuels collective narcissism. “This 
‘fragility’ makes it different from simply having pride in one’s country – in 
much the same way that [an individual] narcissist is quite different from an 
individual with healthy self esteem” (Jarrett 2017). This feeling of fragility 
also makes those high in collective narcissism more apt to believe in 
conspiracy theories that offer explanations of why “we” are suffering 
relative to “them,” the conspirators. Chichocka et al. (2015) found that 
those who display collective narcissism feel less in control of their lives. 
The promises to “take back control” by Trump and those promoting the UK 
leaving the EU clearly resonate with those with such feelings of lacking 
control. 
There is another element to the argument that collective narcissism 
helps explain the supporters of anti-globalist and isolationist political shift 
to the right. It involves the “charismatic leader-follower relationship”. Post 
(1986) split narcissists into “mirror–hungry narcissists” and “ideal-hungry 
narcissists”. Whereas mirror-hungry narcissists seek constant evidence of 
admiration from others (followers), ideal-hungry narcissists take 
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sustenance from the charisma and confidence of a mirror-hungry leader.  
Leaders like Donald Trump and Adolf Hitler, who are both individual 
mirror-hungry narcissists, thus provide a compelling solution for ideal-
hungry narcissists, especially when they simplify the solution to the 
perceived (and touted) weakness of “our” nation as being caused by 
“them” (other countries, other religions, and other people). For Hitler, the 
out-groups were the Jews, Romani, the handicapped, and homosexuals; 
whereas for Trump the scapegoated out-groups are Democrats, the 
media, Barack Obama, China, Mexico, Islam, blacks, and immigrants 
(especially those from predominately Muslim nations). The resulting 
positive attraction between collective narcissism and xenophobic 
ethnocentrism (Bizumic and Duckitt 2008) helps explain the Brexit vote.  
Ideal-hungry collective narcissists find succor in blaming the other for all 
their suffering and voting for mirror-hungry narcissists and their anti-
immigrant policies offers what they see as a chance to strike back at those 
causing their plights. Much of this scapegoating also invokes old 
Orientalist tropes and newer post-colonial tropes of backward and 
primitive others (Varman and Belk 2012; Wylie 2009). That “we” should be 
threatened by inferior “others” only adds to the ego-threat that mirror-
hungry narcissists claim they will quash. 
It is not necessarily the case that there are more collective 
narcissists now than there have been in the past, but charismatic leaders 
have appeared on the scene and mobilized ideal-hungry narcissists at a 
time when – following the 2008 economic meltdown – economic growth 
has slowed in much of the world. Due to outsourcing, automation, and the 
rise of the service economy, the real incomes and economic prospects of 
the middle-class of the more affluent world have declined. There is also 
highly visible terrorism afoot in the world that is easily attributed to all 
Muslims. That is, there is a perfect storm of economic, political, class-
based structural shifts; and paranoia-inducing world events that have 
combined, to result in a reactionary shift to the political right.  Because the 
political solutions offered by narcissistic leaders (Putin, Mugabe, and 
Erdogan are other examples) do not address the real causes of these 
conditions, it is unlikely that the shift to the right will be permanent or long 
lasting. But for the time being it is a reality. If this phenomenon is 
perceived as a globalization hiccup, there remains a question of how long 
this fit of hiccups will last. And solutions that do not entail scapegoating 
will be needed to get out of the present rightist anti-globalism. 
Besides narcissism precipitating a political shift, there is also an 
argument that it perhaps facilitates conspicuous consumption. According 
to McGregor (2004), because narcissists crave attention, admiration, and 
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recognition, they seek to transform themselves via consumption. Because 
of a grandiose sense of self, they also feel entitled to special treatment, 
indulgence, and immediate gratification. Their sense of entitlement leads 
them to consume audaciously and transparently as they feel above moral 
laws. The fact that members of the struggling middle class who supported 
Trump do not seem to resent his enormous wealth and over-the-top 
conspicuous consumption may seem paradoxical. But as a symbol of the 
nation, what better way to signal strength and superiority than through 
conspicuous symbols of economic success? Tough talk and brash 
behavior could well be perceived as showing “them” that “we” are superior 
and cannot be intimidated. Furthermore, if we aspire to wealth ourselves, 
whatever envy we may feel toward Trump and his cabinet of billionaires is 
more likely to be benign rather than malicious (Belk 2011). 
The more pernicious aspect of this link between individual 
narcissism and feelings of entitlement and privilege is the license it is seen 
to provide to ignoring and trampling upon rights to free speech, freedom 
on religion, and equality. Coupled with wealth and power, individual 
narcissists who gain authority are apt to feel impervious to the laws of the 
land and the rights of those whom they govern. They use their power, 
wealth, and authority to exercise their will and whims in order to shore up 
their fragile sense of self.  They become bullies and tyrants.  Trump, Putin, 
Erdogan, and Mugabe are all case studies in such exercises of 
narcissism. The abuses of Reaganism and Thatcherism pale by 
comparison (Silverman 1986). 
These inclinations to conspicuous consumption and bullying 
inoculated privilege, however, pertain more to the effects of individual 
narcissism than collective narcissism, although as already noted, the two 
are often related. Collective narcissism is most likely to erupt where there 
is a sense of national humiliation. In the case of Turkey such conditions 
are seen to have emerged from not being allowed to join the EU, while in 
Portugal it was the austerity measures imposed by the EU and blamed on 
Germany that led to wanting to retaliate against the Germans (Jarrett 
2016, 2017). Perhaps the greatest and most sustained case of national 
humiliation is China which suffered many such humiliations over the past 
100 or more years (Wang 2014). These humiliations include treaty port 
concessions in the face of British gunboats, lopsided opium trade by the 
British East India Company, the British sacking of the old Summer Palace, 
the two failed opium wars and the Boxer Rebellion, the Nanjing Massacre, 
and other Sino-Japanese war losses and occupations.   
The humiliations were real. For instance, in the Sino-Japanese war 
of 1937-1945, 14 million Chinese died and as many as 100 million 
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became displaced refugees. As both Wang (2014) and Schell and Delury 
(2013) detail, the catechism of a century of humiliation is inculcated in 
Chinese schoolchildren and occasionally invoked to marshal Chinese 
consumers to boycott Japanese goods due to memories of Japanese 
atrocities and the more recent islands disputes in the South China Sea.  
Furthermore, feelings of deserved revenge for past humiliations are 
trumpeted with achievements not only in national economic growth, but 
also the Beijing Olympics, the Shanghai Expo, the Chinese space 
program, and Chinese investments in commerce, industry, and 
infrastructure throughout the world. 
As these celebrations suggest, rather than a retreat from globalism, 
in China’s case the invocation of collective narcissism and feelings of 
national humiliation are instead used to justify China’s global advance.  
The goal of becoming a world power has rapidly been achieved in post-
Mao China, and the next goal is building an economic empire within what 
has been dubbed “The New Silk Road” that is now gathering shape and 
credibility (Miller 2017). By emphasizing China’s past humiliations, China 
rallies collective narcissistic fever and justifies its successes in the world 
as merely righting the balances. Such triumphs also bolster the strength of 
the Chinese Communist Party. And together with its One-China policy it 
seemingly justifies suppressions of separatism in Tibetan, minority, and 
Islamic areas of China as well as its objections to recognizing Taiwan as 
an independent nation.  The repatriations of Hong Kong and Macau in the 
mid- to late-1990s were also portrayed as making up for prior humiliations. 
So, while collective narcissism offers an attractive explanation of 
the shift to the right, isolationism, the retreat from globalism, and 
resistance to international refugees in Western politics and rhetoric, it also 
helps explain the growth of despotism in Russia and Turkey, and the 
expansion of globalism and nationalism in China. Collective narcissism is 
a powerful card to play in national politics, but it is becoming clear that it 
can be used for different and even diametrically opposite ends. There is a 
systematic bias however in that modern-day neo-liberalism tends to favor 
globalism while modern-day conservativism tends to favor nationalism.  
This gets into deeper ideological issues of just what nationalism and 
globalism are taken to represent and how they are to be achieved 
(Eckhardt, Varman and Dholakia forthcoming; Harvey 2005). But these 
are topics for another day. 
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